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Hey, Dave here...
So for the last 3 weeks I’ve been “sneakily” testing a new profile on
POF. With this new “stalker” profile I’m getting approximately 7 new
messages from women a day and in most cases the women are
messaging me FIRST.
No kidding. I can’t believe this worked so well.
And you know whats funny?
When I first started meeting women online, I had the most difficult
time writing my profile. Women would never message me (unless
they were like 300 lbs. with the face only a mother would love).
It sucked.
Looking back it’s no wonder, I was a knucklehead and completely
clueless on how to create a profile that would get a woman reading
it intrigued and excited about meeting me. I took it so serious and
was far too worried about the outcome.
Anyways – Since then I’ve “cracked the code” to meeting women
online and I want to show you what’s working for me.
Hopefully I can save you a little of the trial and error I’ve had to go
through so you can enjoy an unlimited supply of high quality women
like I now do.
Listen, you’ve heard the same “profile” bullshit a gazlillion times
from most of those “online dating experts”, yet strangely none of
those bozos can actually SHOW you how to do it.
And these guys are supposed to be experts.
Sissies...
Here’s the simple fact of the matter: You need a online dating
profile that attracts women to you like a magnet. It’s a *must* if you
want to meet attractive women online.
This is the best thing about meeting women online. Instead of
having to go out to bars, clubs, bookstores etc and pursue women,
all you gotta do here is just put out the right bait (aka a specific type
of profile and photos) and women will come to you.
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It’s SO easy when you know what you’re doing.
I’ve been reading comments on my blog and from emails guys send
me and lots of guys have asked for help with their profiles. You
might be having a difficult time writing your own online dating profile
too.
Don’t worry, you are not alone. Most men have this same problem
too :-)
The good news is, I’m GIVING the “stalker” profile I’ve been talking
about to you for FREE in this special report - no strings attached.
The reason I’m doing this for you is two-fold.
Reason One: Just to be cool.
I mean hey, why not? I could use the good karma.
Reason Two: Blatant Self Promotion.
This way, you can get women messaging you ...you can become
successful ...and that will hopefully make you want to buy my stuff
forever because it actually *worked for you*.
(No point in trying to hide my motivation here ;-)
OK - so that's that. Onward...
Before I do, I want to explain why it works so well, because when I
show this profile to you, you’re going to be like, “Man, this is so
simple, you’ve got to be kidding me”, but it really does work.
The reason this profile works so well is because you’re using
Insider Internet Dating to communicate to women that you are fun,
playful, have a sense of humor, are confident, ambitious and are a
CHALLENGE.
You’re communicating on the same wavelength as her. When you
do this you become a guy she actively looks for and must meet
instead of one of those pesky guys trying to “pick her up”. (this is
HUGE)
Anyways - I’m stoked to share this DONE-FOR-YOU profile with
you.
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Seriously. You can literally just STEAL it.
I don’t mind.
I’m happy to do this... and if you were in my position, I’m sure you
would do the same.
Just plug in your details (so it’s customized to you) and be off to the
races within 10 minutes.
It’s gotten a lot of messages for me and my high paying private
clients and I hope it does the same for you :-)
You’ll love it, just like Chris did (check out this message he sent
me):
Subject: Thank You!
Hi Dave,
Just checking in. Wanted to let you know that I am
getting great responses from the "Stalker" profile you
put out!
I did modify it just a touch and toned it down (just a
smidge). I'm a bit older and it seemed to be scaring
off the Cougars and MILFs - or AKA my target market…
They are making the initial contact. I'm getting them
every day. I love it. Today, I received this:
---Hi
I roared laughing at your profile very witty :)
Smiles
Fiona
---I will definitively be ordering IID very shortly!
- Chris

The “Stalker” Profile
Note: Customize anything in bold.
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Possible Headlines: Future Millionaire (hopefully) Seeking
Wealthy Lonely European SuperModel With a Good Sense of
Humor
Profile:
I'm not like anyone you've ever met before. Unless you've already
met me... stalker. :-)
Sure, I could bore you with delusions of how wonderful I am, but
lets face it, I'm sure you've already read this about two hundred
times in all the other profiles... I believe that actions speak louder
than words, so why bother?
A lot of people have told me that I'm "special" or "gifted". I think
they're jealous that I can count to 10, or 20 with my shoes off, and
even to 22 in the shower. (don't ask)
Anywhoo... I surround myself with optimistic people who are going
somewhere in life, and no, I don't mean KFC. I'm very open-minded
with an international outlook, a risk- taker who is always up for a
new adventure. I love dogs, beaches, meaningful conversations,
and self improvement.
I keep very busy and love my life. I don't have the time or inclination
to date everyone under the sun anymore, and I have no problem
meeting people. I'm extremely selective, and am just fine if I don't
meet anyone on here... BUT, if you're someone really really really
special, I'd love to have you along for the ride and make our already
great lives that much better.
There's something very special about you. You are curious about
the world around you. You can take a joke and are not easily
offended. You believe that sarcasm is a spice of life. You can spell
(without using spell check), and are generally happy. You want to
see the world and travel, love to kiss, you cuddle like a cat on the
sofa, and shag like a tiger in bed. You are thin, athletic, (curvy in the
right places is a plus), your eyes are bright and convey the depth of
your spirit. You are beautiful inside and out, and you think you can
actually keep up with me.
The rest is negotiable. (well, you can’t be a blood relative)
First Date:
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Well... there would be a ton of laughter... however... I wouldn't call it
a first date just quite yet... and for that reason alone I might show
up wearing running shoes... you know, JUST in case. :-)

Hey - Didja Like This Special Report?
I hope this helps with your online dating (it WILL if you apply it).
Imagine how well this could work as YOUR profile, getting you
messages and phone numbers.
As simple as this sounds, go ahead and use it and meet some
women.
Nobody online has a profile like this. It’s like you’re showing up to a
knife fight with a machine gun or something.
Total unfair advantage.
In fact, I wouldn’t be surprised if you had a bunch of women
messaging you after using this Done-For-You profile tonight.
Wait. Whats that I hear?
“You’ve got mail!”
Thats right. Use this and women will message you.
How can I say such an ballsy thing?
Simple.
I know this works. I’ve used it on my own profile and I’ve used it for
my private clients profiles.
Try it, you’ll be glad you did.
It all goes back to this:

When It Comes To Online Dating,
Knowing A Little Or “Just Enough”
Could Be DANGEROUS
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You have to go full throttle or you'll only get to first base - or strike
out altogether.
What good is getting a woman to respond to your e-mail if you can't
get her phone number?
What good is getting her phone number if you don't know how to
carry on a conversation and get her to agree to go out on a date
with you?
What good is getting a date if you don't know how to get to hold her
hand, kiss her (or get her to desire you)?
You get my drift.
Having a killer profile -- but no killer strategies when sending out emails or making that first phone call or going on the first date -- can
lead to incongruence, which equals dating failure.
You gotta know what to do every step of the way.
If you enjoyed this little secret... then you are going to LOVE my
new program, Insider Internet Dating! In it I share literally DOZENS
of tips and techniques just like this for attracting the woman or
(women) of your dreams using online dating sites.
After going through it just once you'll know more about meeting
women online than 99% of all men on the planet... you'll know
every little way to get her phone number and ways to make her
horny both inside and outside the bedroom!
This video explains it all:
Click here to see it now
If you haven’t seen this yet, you’re not going to want to miss it.
OK - That’s it for now.
Watch the video.
Dave
P.S. If you want more advanced internet dating strategies, Then just
click here now.
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